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Based on our multiple property inspections of the parcels described herein, information
provided by August Mack, Mr. John M. Kyle III, various ownership representatives, and
the public records, together with our analysis of the important economic and market data,
the more pertinent of which is contained herein, we have concluded that Market Value of
all six parcels combined, as of December 27, 2017 is well supported at:
FOUR MILLION NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
$4,900,000.00

It is our intent that this appraisal comply with the 2016-17 Edition of Uniform Standards
of Professional Appraisal Practice [USPAP], the appraisal requirements set forth by the
Appraisal Institute and the terms of our engagement with Ice Miller, LLP, as we interpret
those standards, regulations and terms.
Your attention is invited to the appraisal report under this same cover, which includes all
of the supporting data utilized in the final value conclusions. Our client is Ice Miller LLP
and our invoice for real estate appraisal services will be directed to our client, in care of
Mr. Brian Crist, Esq. Thank you for the opportunity to have been of service in this matter
and for your confidence in Will L. Stump and Associates.
Respectfully submitted,

___________________
Will L. Stump, MAI, SRA
President/ Will L. Stump & Associates
Indiana Certified General Appraiser
License No. CG69100091

____________________
Phillip J. Trimpe, Jr.
Partner/ Will L. Stump & Associates
Indiana Certified General Appraiser
License No. CG69100622
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
PROPERTY LOCATION:

Six Parcels/ Former Citizens Coke
Plant Site/ bound generally by
Southeastern Ave. on the northeast/
Hoyt Ave. on the north/ Keystone Ave.
on the west/ the CSX Rail Line on the
southwest & Orange Street on the
east [144.50 acres total]

PROPERTY TYPE:

Multi-use development land, valued as
though vacant [see report]

IMPROVEMENTS:

Valued as though vacant [See Report]

LAND AREAS:

Pleasant Run Crossing =
Pleasant Run Crossing North =
Pleasant Run Crossing South =
Twin Aire Site
Prospect Place East =
Prospect Place West =
Total combined land area =

56.00 acres
12.00 acres
19.00 acres
28.00 acres
22.00 acres
7.50 acres
144.50 acres

ZONING:

I-4, C-4 & D-5

INTEREST APPRAISED:

Fee Simple Estate

DATE OF VALUATION:

December 27, 2017

HIGHEST AND BEST USE:

Mixed use consistent with zoning
and/or variances that may be obtained

COST APPROACH =

Not developed

SALES COMPARISON =

$4,900,000.00

INCOME CAPITALIZATION APPROACH =

Not developed

FINAL VALUE CONCLUSION =

$4,900,000.00
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PROPERTY IDENTIFICATION
The subject of this appraisal involves six, distinct parcels identified below on Exhibit A by
August Mack on May 2, 2017. Each parcel is named on Exhibit A and, according to
August Mack, each parcel identified contains the following land areas.
Pleasant Run Crossing =
Pleasant Run Crossing North =
Pleasant Run Crossing South =
Twin Aire Site
Prospect Place East =
Prospect Place West =

56.00 acres
12.00 acres
19.00 acres
28.00 acres
22.00 acres
7.50 acres

Total combined land area =

144.50 acres

The Twin Aire parcel is nearly rectangular in shape and is bound by Hoyt Avenue on the
north, East Pleasant Run Parkway on the south and South Keystone Avenue on the west.
The eastern portion of this site is zoned C-4, while the portion fronting South Keystone
Avenue is zoned I-4. The Twin Aire parcel has excellent street access and exposure and
is served with all municipal utilities. Pleasant Run Crossing North and South are highly
irregular in shape, are accessible from Pleasant Run Parkway and Southeastern Avenue
and are bordered on the southeast by Pleasant Run Creek. The extreme north end of
Pleasant Run Crossing North is zoned D-5, while the balance of Pleasant Run North and
Pleasant Run South are zoned I-4. Pleasant Run Crossing and Prospect Place East are
both highly irregular in shape and are zoned I-4. Prospect Place West is triangular in
shape and is also zoned I-4.
PARCEL LOCATIONS

Not-to-scale
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SPECIAL LIMITING CONDITIONS
In addition to the Standard Limiting Conditions and Assumptions noted in the addenda of
this report, the appraised value reported is also subject to the following special limiting
conditions:







No title work was provided by the client on a parcel by parcel basis. There are no
stand-alone surveys for the parcels described herein. Therefore, the information
provided in this report relative to the legal descriptions and land areas is based
information provided by August Mack [Exhibit A] as noted in this report.
Unless otherwise stated in this report, the existence of hazardous material, which may or
may not be present on the parcels in question, was not observed by the appraiser. The
appraiser has no knowledge of the existence of such materials on or in the parcels
described herein. The appraiser is not qualified to detect such substances. The presence
of substances such as asbestos, urea-formaldehyde foam insulation or other potentially
hazardous materials may affect the value of the subject property. The value estimates
provided herein is predicated on the assumption that there is no such material on or in the
parcels in question that would cause a loss in value. No responsibility is assumed for any
such conditions or for any expertise or engineering knowledge required discovering them.
The client is urged to retain an expert in this field, if desired, and
The value conclusions estimated for each parcel described herein are based on the
assumption that each parcel will be valued based on the most probable highest and best
use opined herein and based on any and all Extraordinary Assumptions and/or
Hypothetical Conditions noted below:.

Extraordinary Assumptions [defined] presume facts otherwise uncertain information
about physical, legal or economic characteristics of the subject property; or about
conditions external to the property, such as market conditions or trends; or about the
integrity of data used in an analysis. [Source USPAP]
Hypothetical Conditions [defined]
As defined by USPAP is that which is contrary to what exists, but is supposed for the
purposes of the analysis. Hypothetical conditions assume conditions contrary to known
facts about the physical, legal, or economic characteristics of the subject property or
about conditions external to the property, such as market conditions or trends, or the
integrity of data used in the analysis. (USPAP)
Hypothetical Conditions
Contamination
Our client has advised us that there are environmental conditions on portions of the
Citizens Coke Plant site that could potentially impact the value of some of the parcels, if
such conditions are not addressed prior to conveyance of the parcels. Our client has also
advised us that Citizens Energy Group is addressing these environmental conditions with
the Indiana Department of Environmental Management through the Indiana Voluntary
Remediation Program (the “VRP”).
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Once Citizens Energy Group complies with the requirements of the VRP, it is anticipated
Citizens Energy Group will obtain a Certificate of Completion from IDEM and a Covenant
Not to Sue from the Governor (collectively, the State Approvals”).
It is Citizens Energy Group’s intention to obtain the State Approvals before conveying fee
simple title to any third party. A subsequent purchaser or end user would be able to rely
upon the protections from the potential environmental liabilities arising from the State
Approvals. Accordingly, we are assuming the environmental conditions on the portions
of the Citizens Coke Plant Facility will be addressed and will not impact the estimated
value of the parcels subject to this appraisal.
Despite this information provided by our client, via John M. Kyle III, attorney at law, Will
L. Stump & Associates are valuing the parcels described herein “as though clean” and
void of any environmental contamination, inasmuch as the exact degree and type of
contamination, together with the cost of remediation, has not been quantified, as of the
effective date of value.
Zoning
The parcels described herein are subject to I-4, C-4 and D5 zoning districts. The values
estimated for each parcel described herein are based on our opinion of highest and best
use for each parcel, as stated in this appraisal, and we are assuming that the necessary
zoning can be obtained to achieve the highest and best use estimated for each parcel.
Existing Improvements
There are several existing building improvements remaining on the subject property, as
of the date of value. These improvements were utilized in the Citizens Coke Plant
operation for many years. The Coke Plant operation is being phased out and the existing
improvements have reached or nearly reached their useful or remaining economic life.
As a result, the parcels described herein are being valued “as though vacant” and no
deductions in value will be assessed for demolition.
Extraordinary Assumptions
Easements
The parcels described herein are subject to various easements for utilities and rail
transportation corridors. No title work has been provided for the parcels in question. As
a result, the values estimated for each parcel described assumes that the existing
easements, regardless of their nature, will not distract from the highest and best use,
values estimated or marketability of the parcels in question.
Floodplain Status
Pleasant Run Creek transverses a portion of the subject property and runs generally north
to south from Southeastern Avenue down to Prospect Street where is exits the property
at the extreme southwest corner of the Pleasant Run Crossing South Parcel. There are
some areas of the AE flood-zone along each side of Pleasant Run Creek.
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Those areas along each side of the creek are mostly minor in width as the creek makes
the trip from north to south. However, the AE zone does impact the Pleasant Run
Crossing South parcel in a more significant manner. In arriving at a value estimate for
the Pleasant Run Crossing South parcel, we will estimate the amount of land area that
appears to be impacted by the AE zone. If it is determined that our estimate is in error,
the final value conclusion for the Pleasant Run Cross South parcel might need to be
revised accordingly.
PURPOSE OF APPRAISAL
The purpose of the appraisal report is to estimate the Market Value of the parcels
described herein [fee simple estate], based on our highest and best use conclusions for
each parcel, as of December 27, 2017. Market Value may be defined as:
“The most probable price which a property should bring in a competitive and open market
under all conditions requisite to a fair sale, the buyer and seller each acting prudently and
knowledgeably, and assuming the price is not affected by undue stimulus. Implicit in this
definition is the consummation of a sale as of a specified date and the passing of title
from seller to buyer under conditions whereby”
1. Buyer and seller are typically motivated;
2. Both parties are well informed or well advised, and acting in what they consider their own best
interests;
3. A reasonable time is allowed for exposure in the open market;
4. Payment is made in terms of cash in U.S. dollars or in terms of financial arrangements comparable
thereto; and
5. The price represents the normal consideration for the property sold unaffected by special or
creative financing or sales concessions granted by anyone associated with the sale." 2

SCOPE OF WORK
The final value conclusions reported in this appraisal are subject to the General
Assumptions and Limiting Conditions, any Special Limiting Conditions, together with any
Extraordinary Assumptions and/or Hypothetical Conditions noted herein. This appraisal
is intended to comply with the reporting requirements and standards set forth in the 201617 Edition of the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice [USPAP], as we
interpret those requirements and standards.

2Title XI of the Federal Financial Institutions Reform, Recovery, and Enforcement Act ("FIRREA"). Federal Register
Vol. 56, No. 165, August 24, 1990, Rules Regulations.
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In achieving that goal Will L. Stump and Associates have given consideration to all three
approaches to value, including:
1. Cost Approach
2. Sales Comparison Approach
3. Income Capitalization Approach

The cost approach will not be developed in this appraisal. The parcels described herein
are being valued as though vacant. The sales comparison approach will be fully
developed for each parcel. Each parcel will be analyzed individually and compared to
similar parcels of land that have sold or are currently offered for sale. The income
capitalization approach will not be developed in this report.









Data base maintained by Will L. Stump & Associates;
The IRED commercial data base;
Real estate appraisers active in this sub-market;
Loop Net Services;
Brokers active in the subject’s sub-market;
The public records;
Sales Disclosure Documents, and or
One or more parties to a particular transaction

In working on this assignment, Will L. Stump and Associates have completed the
following tasks:







Inspected parcels described herein from a public street or GIS mapping;
Inspected any and all market sales relied upon in this appraisal;
Reviewed the public records pertaining to the subject and all sales cited;
Verified the subject’s zoning and permitted uses;
Verified the floodplain status;
Prepared a complete appraisal report, as directed by the client

The selection of market sales relied upon in the development of the sales comparison
approach to value involves consideration for multiple transactions. The final selection of
the market sales in this report is predicated primarily on the degree of comparability
between each parcel and the various transactions considered, including those physical,
economic and market driven factors that influence highest and best use and value.
The final, market value conclusion for each parcel is based on consideration for all
applicable approaches but will rely on the value conclusions from the development of the
sales comparison approach. The appraisal problem and the final value conclusion
involves an estimate of value for the real property only does not give consideration to the
value of personal property, furniture, fixtures, and equipment used in business conducted
on the property, if any. The values reported herein are subject to any Extraordinary
Assumptions and/or Hypothetical Conditions stated herein.
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COMPETENCY PROVISIONS
Will L. Stump & Associates have been providing professional, real estate services nationwide for more than forty-five years. The firm serves a wide variety of corporate, financial,
institutional and public clients. Will L. Stump & Associates provide real estate appraisals
and firm specializes in the appraisal of commercial, industrial and investment grade real
estate.
Will L. Stump is President and CEO of Will L. Stump & Associates and has been practicing
since 1965 [see resume attached]. Mr. Stump is an MAI, SRA member of the Appraisal
Institute and has experience in most property types, including appraisals for retail, office,
commercial, industrial, multi-family and special use properties throughout the Midwest.
Mr. Stump has been qualified as a real estate expert by many of the lower courts in
Indiana and both U.S. District Courts.
Philip J. Trimpe, Jr. is a certified general appraiser in Indiana and has been actively
engaged in the appraisal of a variety of property types for more than twenty five years.
He has been associated with Will L. Stump and Associates since 1984 As a result of this
appraisal experience, knowledge, and expertise, the appraiser possesses the
professional competency required to provide a reliable opinion of market value for the
subject property.
MARKETING/EXPOSURE PERIOD
The estimated marketing period for both parcels described herein is within twelve months,
with standard marketing efforts and exposure. This estimate is based on a review of the
actual marketing period experienced for similar properties and our discussion with active
developers.
According to the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice, exposure time
may be defined as: “The estimated length of time the property interest being appraised
would have been offered on the market prior to the hypothetical consummation of a sale
at market value on the effective date of the appraisal.” The exposure time for the subject
property is also estimated to be within twelve months at the values reported herein.
INTEREST APPRAISED
The interest appraised will be the Fee Simple Estate, which is defined as follows:
”Absolute ownership unencumbered by any other interest or estate, subject only to the
limitations of eminent domain, escheat police power and taxation.” [2]
[2] The Appraisal of Real Estate, Eleventh Edition, published by the American Institute of
Real Estate Appraisers, Chicago, Ill.
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FUNCTION (USE) OF REPORT
The function (use) of this appraisal report is to advise our client, Ice Miller, LLP, or its
clients, authorized agents and/or representatives, as to the estimated market value of the
Fee Simple Estate for each parcel described herein.
INTENDED USER
The intended user of this appraisal report is our client, Ice Miller, LLP and its clients,
authorized agents and/or representatives. This appraisal report is prepared for our client
and third parties should not rely on this report, without the express written consent and
counsel of our client and/or Will L. Stump & Associates.
DELINEATION OF OWNERSHIP/ SALES HISTORY
The various parcels making up the former Citizens Coke Plant Site have several different
ownerships listed in the public records, including:
Citizens By-Products Coal Company;
Citizens Gas & Coke Utility, and
Indianapolis Coke Enterprises
These individual entities appear to be under the control of Citizens Energy Group. The
ownership names are listed on each property tax record card, within the addendum of this
report.
No title work has been provided to Will L. Stump & Associates, as it relates to this
assignment. In addition, we have conducted no title search as part of this assignment.
However, according to the public records and information provided by our client, there
have been no arm’s length transfers of the parcels described herein that would reflect on
current market value, within five years preceding the effective date of value for this
appraisal.
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ASSESSED VALUES
The parcels, which are the subject of this appraisal, are situated in Center Township of
Marion County. The assessments for each parcel are summarized below:
REPORTED ASSESSED VALUES - FORMER CITIZENS COKE PLANT SITE - REFERENCE EXHIBIT A

Parcel ID #
1042599
1035106

Reported Street
Address By Assessor
3000 Southeastern Ave.

2017 Total
Assessed Value
$
113,100

Pleasant Run Crossing
Pleasant Run Crossing North
Pt. Pleasant Run Crossing South

287,500

2925 Prospect

Pleasant Run Crossing West

21,900

1086582 &1098969 3303 Prospect

Pleasant Run Crossing East

67,400

Pt. Pleasant Run Crossing South

58,800

1084005

1035111

2950 Prospect

Exhibit A
Map Identification
Twin Aire

2900 Prospect

Total Assessed Value Reported - All Parcels =

$

548,700

BRIEF LEGAL DESCRIPTIONS
There are no stand-alone legal descriptions for the parcels described herein.
BRIEF PARCEL DESCRIPTIONS
OVERALL LOCATION
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INDIVIDUAL PARCEL LOCATIONS

Not-to-scale

Twin Aire Parcel
This tract, which is bound by Hoyt Avenue on the north, Pleasant Run Parkway on the
south and Keystone Avenue on the west, is nearly rectangular in shape, with about 1,300
feet of frontage on Pleasant Run Parkway and approximately 820 feet on Keystone
Avenue. This parcel is nearly level to gently undulating, is not located in a floodplain or
floodway and is served with all municipal utilities. According to August Mack, the Twin
Aire site contains 28 acres.
Pleasant Run Crossing South
This parcel is located south of the Twin Aire site and is bordered by East Pleasant Run
Parkway on the north, the CSX rail line on the southwest and Pleasant Run Creek on the
southeast. The site is highly irregular in shape, with some remaining improvements along
its north boundary and the northeast portion of the site is located partially in the AE floodzone. This tract contains 19 acres, according to August Mack.
Pleasant Run Crossing North
This tract is highly irregular in shape and is bordered by Pleasant Run Parkway on the
northwest and Southeastern Avenue on the north. Pleasant Run Creek runs along the
southeast boundary of this parcel, which provides for some very limited AE flood-zone.
Minor building improvements remain on this site. According to August Mack, this site
contains about 12 acres.
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Pleasant Run Crossing
Pleasant Run Crossing is the largest parcel in the Citizens Group holdings and contains
56 acres, according to August Mack. This tract is bound by Southeastern Avenue on the
north Prospect Street on the south the CSX line on the southeast and Pleasant Run Creek
along its northwest boundary. There is some minor floodplain along Pleasant Run Creek,
which would not materially impact the future development of this site. According to our
client, a portion of the southwest end of this site has some underground structures, which
might impact any future development that would require basements or underground
parking. This site is accessible from both Southeastern Avenue and Prospect Street.
Prospect Place West
This tract is triangular in shape and is bordered by Prospect Street on the north and the
CSX rail line on the southwest and southeast. The site is nearly level to gently undulating,
is vacant, and not located in a flood-zone or floodway. This parcel has about 1,280 feet
of frontage on Prospect, approximately 920 feet on its southwest boundary and about 830
feet on its southeast line. According to August Mack, Prospect Place West contains 7.50
acres.
Prospect Place East
This tract is situated on the south side of Prospect Street and is bound by the CSX line
along its west property line. This site is highly irregular in shape, has some remaining
improvements and is not located in a floodplain or floodway. This parcel has about 750
feet of frontage on Prospect Street. According to August Mack, this site contains 22
acres.
In total, the former Citizens Coke site contains 144.50 acres, according the August
Mack, with each parcel size noted below:
Pleasant Run Crossing =
Pleasant Run Crossing North =
Pleasant Run Crossing South =
Twin Aire Site
Prospect Place East =
Prospect Place West =

56.00 acres
12.00 acres
19.00 acres
28.00 acres
22.00 acres
7.50 acres

Total combined land area =

144.50 acres

ZONING
According to the official zoning map for the new Marion County Zoning Ordinance the
Citizens Coke Parcels are currently subject to the following zoning classifications:
Industrial I-4
Community Regional District C-4, and
Dwelling Districts D-5
The purpose of each district is described in Sections E, D and H of the new ordinance,
effective May 9, 2016.
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Heavy Industrial District (I-4]
The I-4 District is for those heavy industrial uses, which represent an elevated risk to the
general public and are typically characterized by factors that would be exceedingly
difficult, expensive or impossible to eliminate.
Community Regional District (C-4)
The C-4 District is designed to provide for the development of major business groupings
and regional-size shopping centers to serve a population ranging from a community or
neighborhoods to a major segment of the total metropolitan area.
Dwelling Districts (D-5)
The D-5 district is intended for medium intensity residential development and is not
intended for suburban use. The application of this district will be found within urban, builtup areas of the community.
The vast majority of the form Citizens Coke Plant site is zoned I-4, heavy industrial. The
exceptions are the east half of the Twin Aire parcel, which is zoned C-4, Community
Regional District. In addition the north end of the Pleasant Run Crossing north parcel
that front Southeastern Avenue is zoned D-5, Dwelling District.
HIGHEST & BEST USE
Highest and Best Use may be defined as follows:
"The reasonably probable and legal use of vacant land or an improved property which
is physically possible, appropriately supported, financially feasible, and that results in
the highest value. The four criteria the highest and best use must meet are legal
permissibility, physical possibility, financial feasibility, and maximum profitability."3

Implied in this definition is that the determination of highest and best use takes into
account the contribution of a specific use to the community and community development
goals as well as the benefits of that use to individual property owners.
As Vacant
As noted previously throughout this report, the subject parcels are being valued as though
vacant. Given that, the highest and best use “as improved” will not be addressed in this
section.
Legally Permissible
Under current zoning the most legally permissible uses would be any of those uses noted
for each zoning district described above. The legally permitted uses, under current
zoning, are detailed in the addendum of this report.

3The Dictionary of Real Estate Appraisal, Third Edition, Appraisal Institute,
Chicago, Illinois, 1993, page 171.
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However, given the demographics of the subject neighborhood, it is anticipated that
approval for multiple mixed uses could be successfully achieved for all of the parcels
described herein by an experienced, responsible planner and real estate developer.
Those mixed uses could conceivably include commercial, governmental, multi-family, and
light industrial uses.
Physically Possible
The vast majority of the land making up the subject parcels would be physically adaptable
for a multitude of mixed uses, as noted above. The parcels all have reasonable access
to public streets and public utilities are generally available to serve all parcels described
herein. The only exception to this would be a portion of Pleasant Run Crossing South,
which is partially within the AE zone, while the minor AE exposure on each side of
Pleasant Run Creek, from the north to the south along Pleasant Run Crossing North and
the Pleasant Run Crossing Parcel itself, appears to be minor and would likely not
negatively impact future development to any significant extent. In addition, we have been
advised that the southwestern part of the Pleasant Run Crossing Parcel may have some
underground structures that would make future underground development, such as
basements and underground parking structures a challenge.
Financially Feasible-Maximally Productive
In our view, the most financially feasible and maximally productive uses for the parcels in
question would include a mixture of uses to include commercial, governmental, multifamily and light industrial uses.
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COST APPROACH
In this approach to value, the theory of substitution is the foundation for the value premise,
on the basis that no buyer would be justified in paying more for a property than the amount
it would cost to purchase the site and construct a new building, without undue delay,
where the alternative would provide a property of equal desirability and utility.
Also inherent in this approach is the fact that if the property being appraised is not new,
the replacement or reproduction cost estimate must be adjusted to reflect the loss in value
due to all forms of depreciation present in the subject improvements. This approach is
developed by estimating the value of the land, as though vacant, by an appropriate
method, and adding to the land value the depreciated value of the site and building
improvements. Depreciation, or loss in value, is divided into three broad categories as
follows:
1. Physical
2. Functional obsolescence
3. External
Physical deterioration is generally associated with age and the wearing out of a structure
or parts of a structure by the elements and by normal wear and tear from everyday use.
Physical deterioration may be curable or incurable.
Functional obsolescence is a diminution in utility offered by a facility when compared with
a new structure, for reasons other than physical reasons. It may be caused by an excess
in the construction [super adequacy] and it may be curable or incurable, economically
speaking.
External obsolescence is cause by an undesirable feature associated with the property's
location. External is caused by something outside the property boundaries and is always
incurable. Physical losses are usually measured by an analysis of all curable and
incurable components of the structure.
Functional curable is normally measured by the excess cost to cure over the cost of the
initial installation. Functional incurable can be measured by capitalizing the cost of the
added burden of ownership. External obsolescence is measured by a capitalized rent
loss created by the undesirable outside feature.
As previously noted in the Scope of Work section of this report, the cost approach will not
be developed, inasmuch as the parcels described herein are being valued as vacant land.
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SALES COMPARISON APPROACH
The Sales Comparison Approach is a method of estimating Market Value whereby the
property in question is compared with other similar properties that have sold in the
competing market area. One premise of the Sales Comparison Approach is that the
market will determine a price for the property being appraised in the same manner that it
determines the price of comparable, competitive properties. Essentially, the sales used
for analysis in the Sales Comparison Approach, involve a systematic procedure for
comparative shopping in the marketplace. As applied to real estate, the comparison is
applied to the unique characteristics of the economic good that cause real estate prices
to vary in the marketplace.
In the development of the Sales Comparison Approach, the appraiser is guided by the
principles of real estate to ensure that all issues relevant to the appraisal problem have
been considered in a consistent manner. The economic theories of supply and demand,
balance, substitution, and externalities all play an important part in the development of
the Sales Comparison Approach.
Supply and demand play a part in the development of this approach wherein prices result
from negotiations among buyers and sellers in the marketplace, where buyers constitute
the demand side and sellers the supply side of the economic theory. If the demand for a
particular property is high, prices tend to increase; if demand is low, relatively speaking,
prices tend to be on the decline. The analysis of real estate markets at a specific time
appears to focus on the demand side. However the supply side must be considered. As
the supply and demand of real property is constantly changing the appraiser estimates
demand by considering the number of potential users for a particular property type, and
other market conditions such as available financing and buyer preferences. Analyzing
unsold, vacant, and proposed or properties under construction as well as recent sales
estimate supply. Shifts in supply and demand may cause the prices of the property being
appraised and comparable properties to vary.
The theory of substitution holds that the value of a property tends to be set by a price paid
to acquire a property of equal or similar utility. Thus the reliability of the Sales Comparison
Approach is diminished if a sufficient number of sales are not available in the current
marketplace.
Balance occurs when supply and demand reaches equilibrium. The balance between
supply and demand changes constantly resulting in balance, seldom if ever, being
attained. In addition to supply and demand the balance between land and improvements
and a property's environment must be reasonable to reflect its actual market.
The influence of externalities that include factors such as condition, convenience to
transportation systems, availability of utilities, etc. all tends to have positive or negative
effects on property values. Each must be considered by the appraiser to determine if
they have a positive or negative effect on the value of the property appraised.
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Land Value Analysis

There are six (6) commonly utilized methods to value vacant land and all are derived in
some fashion from the three common approaches to value:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

Direct sales comparison
Extraction
Allocation
Land residual
Subdivision analysis
Land rent capitalization

The direct sales comparison approach is the most commonly used and simply involves
comparing the property in question with similar land tracts that have sold.
The extraction method merely refers to the dissecting of improved sales by deducting the
estimated building contribution to arrive at a remaining land value. This method is most
commonly used when the improvements contribute only nominally to the total value of the
sale.
The allocation method is most applicable when the improvements are comparatively new.
Basically it focuses on typical land to building ratios.
The land residual technique involves estimating the net income for the improved sales
and then allocating what portion is required to satisfy the building. The balance of the net
income can be assigned to the land and when capitalized at a land cap rate it will offer a
value indication for the site.
The subdivision analysis is normally applied to the appraisal of raw subdivision land for
residential use. The land value issue is resolved in a systematic formula where the land
value is the unknown entity in the economic production process. This method focuses on
the retail sale prices of the various lots, the probable absorption rate and the associated
hard and soft development costs.
The land rent capitalization method involves estimating the net income attributable to the
vacant land and capitalizing that income into an indication of value. This method is
particularly useful when there is sufficient data available relating to land rents and
capitalization rates.
The direct sales comparison method will be employed in the development of this
approach to value. The unit of comparison relied upon will be sale price per acre.
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Introduction
The former Citizens Coke Plant Site is delineated into six, distinctive parcels based on
information provided by August Mack. The addenda of this report includes a detailed
write-up for each sale and listing cited in this approach. The sales and listings included
in the addenda are a representative sample of land sales and listings for commercial,
industrial and mixed use land uses, within the Indianapolis MSA. Eight land sales and
two current listings will be offered in this approach to value.
Variables & Indicated Values
Adjustments were considered for interest conveyed, financing and condition of sale. No
adjustments were required for interest conveyed, inasmuch as all sales cited were
conveyed in fee simple. In each case the seller reportedly received cash as closing, with
the exception of Sale 2, which involved a short term land contract. We were unable to
confirm the terms of that contract. No adjustment was required for condition of sale,
inasmuch as the sales cited were reported as “arm’s length” transactions, with no
significant conditions that would impact the prices paid.
Market conditions [time] can impact the prices paid. Sale dates range broadly from late
2013 through late 2016, with the majority of transactions taking place in 2015 and 2016.
There is an insufficient volume of data to definitively quantify a time adjustment, with any
degree of accuracy.
Parcel size and shape can also impact the prices paid. Normally the smaller sites will
demand higher unit sale prices, everything else being equal. Adjustments are recognized
for these differences. The shape of a site can also impact value. For example, Pleasant
Run Crossing North and South are highly irregular in shape, thus providing some
challenges for development. These physical differences are also recognized on a
qualitative basis.
Floodplain status and sub-terrain features can also influence the price a property can
demand. The Pleasant Run Crossing South parcel is partially encumbered by the AE
flood zone. That feature is recognized in this comparison. The other two Pleasant Run
Crossing parcels are trans-versed by Pleasant Run Creek. However, the impact of the
AE zone on these two parcels in minimal. According to our client, a portion of the
southwest end of the Pleasant Run Crossing parcel has some underground structures,
which might impact any future development that would require basements or underground
parking on that portion of the site. This physical feature is also recognized in this
comparison.
Location can always impact the price development land can demand in the open market.
The sales cited are generally superior to the subject, with regard to overall location due
in part to the following:
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Access to the subject parcels is via secondary, fairly narrow residential streets.
This condition can impact the price paid for land to support office-warehouse uses
and distribution uses.



The subject parcels do not have convenient interstate access, which is also
important for office-warehouse and or warehouse-distribution properties that rely
on truck transportation for goods and services.



The subject is located in an older primarily residential area that has relatively high
unemployment and poverty rates as indicated by Indy Vitals.

The reader’s attention is invited to the following comparative analysis of each parcel
described. The tables to follow are preceded by locator maps for each sale and/or listing
cited in the sales comparison approach. The use of a qualitative approach recognizes
the inefficiencies of real estate markets and the difficulty in accurately quantifying
adjustments with mathematical precision.
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PLEASANT RUN CROSSING
PLEASANT RUN CROSSING

Location

DATA INPUT

SUBJECT
Prospect and Southeastern

SALE 4
5510 Exploration Dr.

SALE 6
7600 Rockville Road

SALE 12
3375 Plainfield Drive

Listing 3
County Road 300 North

County
Township
City or Town
Utilities
Zoning
Topography
Floodplain
Primary street access
Actual or proposed use
Land size in acres
Interest conveyed
Condition of sale
Financing
Date of sale
Total sale price
Expenditures after sale
Effective Sale Price

Marion
Center
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Sloping
No
Prospect and Southeastern
Mixed Use
56.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Marion
Decatur
Indianapolis
All available
Special commercial
Level to sloping
No
Exploration Drive
Unknown
54.40
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Dec-13
$4,097,085
N/A
N/A

Marion
Wayne
Indianapolis
All available
Special commercial
Level to sloping
No
Rockville Road
Warehouse distribution
35.50
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Sep-14
$2,500,000
N/A
N/A

Hendricks
Guilford
Plainfield
All available
Industrial
Level to sloping
No
Ronald Reagan Pkwy.
Industrial
63.51
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Sep-14
$3,933,000
N/A
N/A

Hancock
Center
McCordsville
All available
Industrial
Level to sloping
No
County Road 300 North
Unknown
78.00
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
current listing
$3,790,800
N/A
N/A

N/A

$75,314

$70,423

$61,927

$48,600

N/A
market
arm's length
fee simple
56.00
average
I-4
level to sloping/minimal
Some impairment
fair
N/A

$75,314
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

$70,423
similar
similar
similar
superior
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

$61,927
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

$48,600
similar
similar
similar
inferior
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

N/A

$75,314

$70,423

$61,927

$48,600

Unadjusted price/ acre
Variables
Price Adjusted for Time
Financing
Condition of Sale
Interest Conveyed
Land size in acres
Access
Zoning
Topography/ Floodplain
Sub-terrain features
Location
Overall Comparison

Sale Price Per Acre

56 acres at $25,000 per acre = $1,400,000.00
INDICATED VALUE $1,400,000.00
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PLEASANT RUN CROSSING NORTH
PLEASANT RUN CROSSING NORTH
DATA INPUT
Location
County
Township
City or Town
Utilities
Zoning
Topography
Floodplain
Primary street access
Actual or proposed use
Land size in acres
Interest conveyed
Condition of sale
Financing
Date of sale
Total sale price
Expenditures after sale
Effective Sale Price

Unadjusted price/ acre

SUBJECT
Prospect and Southeastern

SALE 1
1100 South Tibbs Ave.

SALE 3
2350 South Belmont

SALE 7
8150 Georgetown Road

Listing 1
2300 Sherman Drive

Marion
Center
Indianapolis
All available
I-4 & D-5
Sloping
No
Southeastern
Mixed use
12.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Marion
Wayne
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Level to sloping
No
Tibbs or Morris
Asphalt plant
10.62
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Feb-15
$1,500,000
N/A
N/A

Marion
Center
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Level to sloping
Partial
Belmont
Unknown
8.44
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Sep-16
$929,200
N/A
N/A

Marion
Pike
Indianapolis
All available
I-2
Level to sloping
No
Georgetown Road
Warehouse distribution
12.33
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Feb-15
$924,750
N/A
N/A

Marion
Center
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Level to sloping
No
Sherman Drive
Industrial
6.84
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
current listing
$675,000
N/A
N/A

N/A

$141,243

$110,095

$75,000

$98,684

N/A
market
arm's length
fee simple
12.00
average
I-4 & D-5
level to sloping/minimal
Irregular
fair
N/A

$141,243
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

$110,095
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
Superior
superior
Superior

$75,000
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
Superior
superior
Superior

$98,684
similar
similar
similar
superior
similar
similar
similar
Superior
superior
Superior

N/A

$141,243

$110,095

$75,000

$98,684

Variables
Price Adjusted for Time
Financing
Condition of Sale
Interest Conveyed
Land size in acres
Access
Zoning
Topography/ Floodplain
Shape
Location
Overall Comparison

Sale Price Per Acre

12 acres at $55,000.00 per acre = $660,000.00
INDICATED VALUE $660,000.00
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PLEASANT RUN CROSSING SOUTH
PLEASANT RUN CROSSING SOUTH
DATA INPUT
Location
County
Township
City or Town
Utilities
Zoning
Topography
Floodplain
Primary street access
Actual or proposed use
Land size in acres
Interest conveyed
Condition of sale
Financing
Date of sale
Total sale price
Expenditures after sale
Effective Sale Price

Unadjusted price/ acre

SUBJECT
Prospect and Southeastern

SALE 2
1100 South Tibbs Ave.

SALE 7
8150 Georgetown Road

SALE 8
8401 Bearing Drive

Listing 3
County Road 300 North

Marion
Center
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Sloping
Partial
Prospect
Mixed use
19.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Marion
Wayne
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Level to sloping
No
Tibbs or Morris
Auto salvage
24.28
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Feb-15
$1,450,000
N/A
N/A

Marion
Pike
Indianapolis
All available
I-2
Level to sloping
No
Georgetown Road
Warehouse distribution
12.33
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Feb-15
$924,750
N/A
N/A

Marion
Pike
Indianapolis
All available
I-2
Level to sloping
No
Bearing Drive
Warehouse distribution
20.70
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Oct-13
$1,825,000
N/A
N/A

Hancock
Center
McCordsville
All available
Industrial
Level to sloping
No
County Road 300 North
Unknown
78.00
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
current listing
$3,790,800
N/A
N/A

N/A

$59,720

$75,000

$88,164

$48,600

N/A
market
arm's length
fee simple
19.00
average
N/A
level to sloping/partial
Irregular
fair
N/A

$59,720
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
superior
Superior

$75,000
similar
similar
similar
superior
similar
similar
superior
superior
superior
Superior

$88,164
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
superior
Superior

$48,600
similar
similar
similar
inferior
similar
similar
superior
superior
superior
Superior

N/A

$59,720

$75,000

$88,164

$48,600

Variables
Price Adjusted for Time
Financing
Condition of Sale
Interest Conveyed
Land size in acres
Access
Zoning
Topography/ Floodplain
Shape
Location
Overall Comparison

Sale Price Per Acre

Approximately 30% or about 5.7 acres are in the AE floodplain. We have examples of
floodplain sales, with sale prices ranging from $3,000 to $4,250 per acre.
13.30 acres at $35,000.00 per acre = $465,500.00
5.7 acres at $4,000.00 per acre = $22,800.00
INDICATED VALUE $488,300.00
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TWIN AIRE
TWIN AIRE
DATA INPUT
Location
County
Township
City or Town
Utilities
Zoning
Topography
Floodplain
Primary street access
Actual or proposed use
Land size in acres
Interest conveyed
Condition of sale
Financing
Date of sale
Total sale price
Expenditures after sale
Effective Sale Price

Unadjusted price/ acre

SUBJECT
Keysone Ave. & Pleasant Run Pkwy.

SALE 2
1100 South Tibbs Ave.

SALE 5
5900 Southeastern Ave.

SALE 6
7600 Rockville Road

SALE 9
4628 East County Line Rd.

Marion
Center
Indianapolis
All available
C-4 & I-4
Sloping
No
Pleasant Run Parkway
Mixed Use
28.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Marion
Wayne
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Level to sloping
No
Tibbs or Morris
Auto salvage
24.28
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Feb-15
$1,450,000
N/A
N/A

Marion
Warren
Indianapolis
All available
C-4
Level to sloping
No
Southeastern Ave.
Convenience store expansion
15.84
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Dec-14
$576,000
N/A
N/A

Marion
Wayne
Indianapolis
All available
Special commercial
Level to sloping
No
Rockville Road
Warehouse distribution
35.50
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Sep-14
$2,500,000
N/A
N/A

Marion
Perry
Indianapolis
All available
C-4
Level to sloping
No
County Line Road
Costo
23.54
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Sep-15
$5,113,586
N/A
N/A

N/A

$59,720

$36,364

$70,423

$217,230

N/A
market
arm's length
fee simple
28.00
average
C-4 & I-4
level to sloping/none
fair
N/A

$59,720
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
Superior

$36,364
similar
similar
similar
slightly superior
similar
similar
similar
slightly superior
slightly superior

$70,423
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
Superior

$217,230
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
Superior

N/A

$59,720

$36,364

$70,423

$217,230

Variables
Price Adjusted for Time
Financing
Condition of Sale
Interest Conveyed
Land size in acres
Access
Zoning
Topography/ Floodplain
Location
Overall comparison

Sale Price Per Acre

28 acres at $45,000.00 per acre = $1,260,000.00
INDICATED VALUE $1,260,000.00
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PROSPECT PLACE EAST
PROSPECT PLACE EAST
DATA INPUT
Location

SUBJECT
Prospect Street

SALE 2
1100 South Tibbs Ave.

SALE 6
7600 Rockville Road

SALE 8
8401 Bearing Drive

SALE 9
4628 East County Line Rd.

County
Township
City or Town
Utilities
Zoning
Topography
Floodplain
Primary street access
Actual or proposed use
Land size in acres
Interest conveyed
Condition of sale
Financing
Date of sale
Total sale price
Expenditures after sale
Effective Sale Price

Marion
Center
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Sloping
No
Prospect Street
Mixed use
22.00
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Marion
Wayne
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Level to sloping
No
Tibbs or Morris
Auto salvage
24.28
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Feb-15
$1,450,000
N/A
N/A

Marion
Wayne
Indianapolis
All available
Special commercial
Level to sloping
No
Rockville Road
Warehouse distribution
35.50
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Sep-14
$2,500,000
N/A
N/A

Marion
Pike
Indianapolis
All available
I-2
Level to sloping
No
Bearing Drive
Warehouse distribution
20.70
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Oct-13
$1,825,000
N/A
N/A

Marion
Perry
Indianapolis
All available
C-4
Level to sloping
No
County Line Road
Costo
23.54
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Sep-15
$5,113,586
N/A
N/A

N/A

$59,720

$70,423

$88,164

$217,230

N/A
market
arm's length
fee simple
22
average
I-4
level to sloping/none
fair
Irregular
N/A

$59,720
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

$70,423
similar
similar
similar
inferior
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

$88,164
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

$217,230
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

N/A

$59,720

$70,423

$88,164

$217,230

Unadjusted price/ acre
Variables
Price Adjusted for Time
Financing
Condition of Sale
Interest Conveyed
Land size in acres
Access
Zoning
Topography/ Floodplain
Location
Shape
Ovearll Comparison

Sale Price Per Acre

22.00 acres at $40,000.00 per acre = $880,000.00
INDICATED VALUE $880,000.00
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PROSPECT PLACE WEST
PROSPECT PLACE WEST
DATA INPUT
Location

SUBJECT
Prospect Street

SALE 1
1100 South Tibbs Ave.

SALE 3
2350 South Belmont

SALE 7
8150 Georgetown Road

Listing 1
2300 Sherman Drive

County
Township
City or Town
Utilities
Zoning
Topography
Floodplain
Primary street access
Actual or proposed use
Land size in acres
Interest conveyed
Condition of sale
Financing
Date of sale
Total sale price
Expenditures after sale
Effective Sale Price

Marion
Center
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Sloping
No
Prospect Street
Mixed use
7.50
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A

Marion
Wayne
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Level to sloping
No
Tibbs or Morris
Asphalt plant
10.62
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Feb-15
$1,500,000
N/A
N/A

Marion
Center
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Level to sloping
Partial
Belmont
Unknown
8.44
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Sep-16
$929,200
N/A
N/A

Marion
Pike
Indianapolis
All available
I-2
Level to sloping
No
Georgetown Road
Warehouse distribution
12.33
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
Feb-15
$924,750
N/A
N/A

Marion
Center
Indianapolis
All available
I-4
Level to sloping
No
Sherman Drive
Industrial
6.84
Fee Simple
Arm's Length
Cash to seller
current listing
$675,000
N/A
N/A

N/A

$141,243

$110,095

$75,000

$98,684

N/A
market
arm's length
fee simple
7.5
average
I-4
level to sloping/none
fair
Triangular
N/A

$141,243
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

$110,095
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

$75,000
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

$98,684
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
similar
superior
superior
Superior

N/A

$141,243

$110,095

$75,000

$98,684

Unadjusted price/ acre
Variables
Price Adjusted for Time
Financing
Condition of Sale
Interest Conveyed
Land size in acres
Access
Zoning
Topography/ Floodplain
Location
Shape
Overall Comparison

Sale Price Per Acre

7.50 acres at $30,000.00 per acre = $225,000.00
INDICATED VALUE $225,000.00
The following table summarizes the value conclusions on a parcel by parcel basis:
VALUE CONCLUSIONS BY LOCATION

Parcel Description
Pleasant Run Crossing
Pleasant Run Crossing North
Pleasant Run Crossing South
Twin Aire
Prospect Place East
Prospect Place West
TOTALS =

Size in Acres
56.00
12.00
19.00
28.00
22.00
7.50
144.50
[ROUNDED]

$

$
$

Estimated
Value
1,400,000
660,000
488,300
1,260,000
880,000
225,000
4,913,300.00
4,900,000.00

INDICATED VALUE VIA SALES COMPARISON APPROACH = $4,900,000.00
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INCOME CAPITALIZATION APPROACH
The income capitalization approach gives consideration to the future benefits to be
derived from an income producing property, including the rent to be received during the
ownership [holding period] and the reversion of the property at the time of sale.
The development of this approach essentially involves estimating the gross income that
the property can demand, if available for lease in the open market, deducting the
appropriate expenses to ownership, estimating annual net income, before debt service,
and capitalizing the net income into an indication of value.
The income capitalization approach also deals with many of the economic theories that
play a role in the sales comparison approach, including the principle of substitution,
balance and economic theories of investor anticipation including the probable change in
property value during a holding period.
In estimating gross potential income the appraiser is normally involved in a rental survey
of competitive properties. The selection of the properties for the survey will be based on
most of those factors that impact real property values, such as location, size, structure
design, utility, land to building ratios, the degree and quality of building and tenant finish
and other variables that influence the decisions made by users of that property type.
Overall occupancy is an important factor in estimating net income and the rental survey
is normally accompanied by a vacancy analysis for the competitive properties in that sub
market. The rental survey will usually include the typical terms associated with rents in
the competitive property, including services to be provided by the landlord, amenities to
be offered by the property, expenses to be paid by the landlord and expenses to be paid
by the tenant.
If the property being appraised is subject to long-term leases and the interest appraised
involves the "leased fee estate" an analysis of the actual lease income would be a major
factor in estimating net income. In these instances special computer software may be
employed to assist the appraiser in accurately estimating the actual lease income,
operating expenses, tenant finish allowances, lease commissions and vacancy losses
during lease roll over in the projection period.
Income may be capitalized in perpetuity using a direct capitalization rate or a series of
income streams and a reversion may be discounted in a cash flow analysis using overall
rates or yield capitalization rates that reflect current investor thinking for that particular
property type. As noted in the “Scope of Work” section of this report, the income approach
will not be developed in this appraisal due to the lack of data to support economic rent
and capitalization rates.
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CORRELATION/ FINAL VALUE CONCLUSIONS
As noted in the Scope of Work section of this appraisal, all three classical approaches to
value were considered in search of the market value for each parcel described herein.
The cost approach was not developed, inasmuch as all parcels are being valued, as
though vacant. The income approach was not developed due to the fact that the land
types in question are not typically leased or rented, within the MSA. The lack of data to
support economic rent and land capitalization rates lessens the reliability of the income
approach to value.
The sales comparison approach was fully developed and relies on multiple transactions
and current offerings researched by Will L. Stump & Associates. A total of eight, arm’s
length sales and two current listings were relied upon in estimating the value of each
parcel. A detailed write-up for each transaction is included in the addendum of this
appraisal. Based on those sales and our qualitative analysis the following values were
estimated for all six parcels.
VALUE CONCLUSIONS BY LOCATION

Parcel Description
Pleasant Run Crossing
Pleasant Run Crossing North
Pleasant Run Crossing South
Twin Aire
Prospect Place East
Prospect Place West
TOTALS =

Size in Acres
56.00
12.00
19.00
28.00
22.00
7.50
144.50
[ROUNDED]

$

$
$

Estimated
Value
1,400,000
660,000
488,300
1,260,000
880,000
225,000
4,913,300.00
4,900,000.00

Based on our analysis and conclusions from the sales comparison approach, we have
concluded that the market value of all six parcels is well supported at $4,900,000.
FINAL VALUE CONCLUSION – ALL SIX PARCELS =

$4,900,000.00
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APPRAISER’S CERTIFICATION [Will L. Stump]
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:
 the statements of fact contained in this Complete Appraisal Report are true and correct.
 the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions and are my personal, impartial, and unbiased
professional analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
 I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this report and
no personal interest with respect to the parties involved.
 I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the two
parcels that is the subject of this report, within the three year period immediately preceding
the acceptance of this assignment.
 I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the parties
involved with this assignment.
 my engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.
 my compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the development or
reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the cause of the client,
the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated result, or the occurrence of a
subsequent event directly related to the intended use of this appraisal.
 the reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the Code of Professional Ethics and Standards of Professional
Appraisal Practice of the Appraisal Institute.
 the use of this report is subject to the requirements of the Appraisal Institute relating to review
by its duly authorized representatives.

___________________________

Will L. Stump, MAI, SRA


December 27, 2017
Date

As of the date of this report, I have not completed the continuing education program of the Appraisal Institute
for the cycle ending 12-31-2018.
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APPRAISER’S CERTIFICATION
I certify that, to the best of my knowledge and belief:

















The statements of fact contained in this report are true and correct.
The reported analyses, opinions, and conclusions are limited only by the reported
assumptions and limiting conditions, and are my personal, unbiased professional
analyses, opinions, and conclusions.
I have no present or prospective interest in the property that is the subject of this
report, and no personal interest or bias with respect to the parties involved.
I have no bias with respect to the property that is the subject of this report or to the
parties involved with this assignment.
My engagement in this assignment was not contingent upon developing or reporting
predetermined results.
My compensation for completing this assignment is not contingent upon the
development or reporting of a predetermined value or direction in value that favors the
cause of the client, the amount of the value opinion, the attainment of a stipulated
result, or the occurrence of a subsequent event directly related to the intended use of
this appraisal.
My analyses, opinions, and conclusions were developed, and this report has been
prepared, in conformity with the Uniform Standards of Professional Appraisal Practice.
I have made a personal inspection of the property that is the subject of this report.
No one provided significant professional assistance to the person signing this report.
This appraisal report complies with all FIRREA regulations as we interpret them.
I have performed no services, as an appraiser or in any other capacity, regarding the
property that is the subject of this report, within the three-year period immediately
preceding the acceptance of this assignment.
That the estimated "Market Value" of the subject property as of December 27, 2017 is
well supported at:
FOUR MILLION NINE HUNDRED THOUSAND DOLLARS
($4,900,000.00)

DATE: December 27, 2017

___________________________
Philip J. Trimpe, Jr.
Indiana Certified General Appraiser
License No. CG6910062
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